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You will hear news about the trade war as well
as new and improved ways prevent the
economy from going into a depression. There
will be news reports connecting an economic
downturn to something that is happening the
very day economic troubles become
acknowledged. It will be blamed on some
development in the trade war or some change in
a Federal Reserve policy. It will be blamed on
something the president said or did on a given
day. It may even be blamed on immigration
policy. It will be blamed on something in the news for sure. Pay these things no mind.
Central economic planning is the cause of economic headwinds. Efforts to eliminate the business
cycle may have been successful according to raw government statistics. Eliminating the business
cycle and doing away with small recessions guarantees an eventual life changing depression.
Why? Recessions are signals to producers that they have produced too much of one thing and
need to re-figure out what consumers are likely to to be more interested in buying.
This is never mentioned but at the bottom of the depression in the 1930s, prosperity in the United
States was higher than any level of prosperity ever achieved in a command economy. For
example, the old Soviet Union was completely successful in eliminating its business cycle. In
being successful in doing that prosperity of any kind disappeared. Central economic planning in
the United States will destroy life in the United States just as it did in the old Soviet Union.
Ronald Reagan did not destroy the old Soviet Union. The old Soviet Union destroyed itself.
Central economic planning has always handicapped the U. S. economy. After passage of the Full
Employment Act of 1978 Central Economic Planning was mandated and is now the law of the
land. Who gets what in the economy is now determined by who has political power and not by
who has money to spend. With the acceleration of central economic planning, lobbying efforts
have increased manifold. With central economic planning as the law of the land, government is
now the go to place for strong financial interests to take advantage of the rest of societies
members who have little political power.
The coming depression is a given. Count on it. It is going to happen. The economy is already
rotting from the bottom up. The growing number of homeless is a clear sign. Those with the
least political power are the first to suffer. Whatever your level of prosperity, the misery is
chasing you up the food chain ladder and you won’t be able to escape. When the economic rot at
the bottom is pervasive enough, the top of the economy will collapse and there will me misery
abound. The possible outcomes of chaos are not predictable. When the calamity hits, the public

is highly likely to opt for more central. Intellectuals will seize the opportunity to profit from the
pretense of knowledge and accommodate all who still have confidence in government economic
solutions. Basically more of what has caused the difficulties will likely be used to try and remedy
the problems. Just be ready because things are going to get very very bad.
The stock market is no longer a leading indicator. Stock prices are managed with organized
support. The stock market now serves more like a judas goat. Specially trained goats have been
used as a means of gently enticing sheep to
peacefully follow such goats to be slaughtered.
That is the function of the stock market today.
Right now the U.S. stock market market is at a
critical juncture as are foreign stock Markets.
All major indexes around the world are in in
long term consolidation patterns. Any stock
market that looks like it will break down below
its consolidation pattern is going to get as much
organized support as can be mustered up. The
question we all must ask is, what are the limits
of resources that can be used to elevate the
stock market? That is why I am in cash as an
alternative to shorting the market.
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Some may remember my forecast from December of 2018. Don’t Dismiss This Rally This was
at a time when most others were convinced that a bear market had started and it had a long way
to go. I knew right away that organized support had come in and would push the market higher
than anyone was expecting. I am honestly not that good of a stock market analyst. I may be
above average but I am not psychic for sure. What I am good at is discovering that non organic
forces are distorting a market. That doesn’t happen that often but it is happening and has been the
driving behind high stock prices. My work is based on natural and natural law never fails, at least
it hasn’t failed yet.
For more insight as to how the stock market is being used, this is an earlier article clarifying that.
The Horse The Economy Rides, The Stock Market

